


and it is driven from a Crank Handle by cord on 11⁄8" Pulleys.
The Belt  has very little  ‘wrap’ around this  Roller  and I’d  be
surprised if the drive is adequate with the Buckets loaded. As
can be  seen from another  of  Richard’s  models,  the  Tractor
below,  the  wheels  are the 2¾"  Pulley/Tire & the  2"  Rubber
Wheel. (The parts for the Implement, or at least its numerous
11⁄8" Pulleys, would not be in the Construction Set.)

The FARM Set illustration in the Leaflet is shown below.

Despite the Elevator on the lid the parts in the Set are only
sufficient to ‘build his own big sturdy tractor to pull  the farm
implements of which he wishes to design. Perhaps it is a plow
with two bottoms or shares of a cultivator, whatever he desires

there are enough parts for him to work with. Everything for the
Junior farmer and lots of fun for Dad also.’

The TRUCK Set illustration below shows the 2 cabs in

the set, & the 14 Rubber Wheels. The parts top right & bottom
left may be the 8 Flanged Plates (packed in pairs) needed for
the load platform of the Low Loader on the lid. It would be over
2 feet long. The Wrecking Truck below is another of Richard’s
models and he also sent a photo of the bottom model on the
lid.  Like  all  THE ENGINEER  models  they  are  very  simple
mechanically but these look quite realistic to me. And, subject
to correction, Armstrong was the first manufacturer to include
a purpose-built Cab in a set. Come to that these theme sets
were arguably the first of their kind too.

Snippet: the East German KONSTRUKTOR  This small system
was  mentioned  in  15/415  and  the
Crane shown there is on the lid left, &
on the manual, or model leaflet, right
(BAUVORLAGEN = building plans). 

The words at the bottom of the lid
are  Metall  –  Baukasten,  followed  by
what might be a ‘1’.

All  that  can  be  seen  of  the parts
are 2 sizes of Pulley, probably without

boss, & with some traces of ‘gold’ on them; some Strips; and, perhaps,
under the Pulleys in the bottom right compartment, the Plate & Disc
used in the Crane. Also there is a bright 3h Plate that looks to have a

longer hole pitch than the other parts – if it were ½",
the pitch of the other parts would be about 10mm.
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